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During the last antarctic summer, there was a sixmember team from the University of California,
Davis doing biochemical research and collecting specimens on Ross Island and at Hallett Station. These
members were: graduate student Augusto Trejo-González; student assistants James Moore and James
Norris; faculty colleagues, Dr. Jerry L. Hedrick and
Frank L. Strong; and Project Director, Robert E.
Feeney. The party continued the programs of this
laboratory on the study of the physical and chemical
properties of proteins, including enzymes, of antarctic
species.
One program last antarctic summer was concerned
with the study of eggs of Adélie penguins from three
different rookeries: Cape Crozier, Cape Bird, and
Cape Hallett. No demonstrable differences were
found in the egg-white proteins from these three different rookeries, indicating close genetic relationships.
Two emperor penguin eggs were obtained frozen by
chopping them from the sea ice at the Cape Crozier
emperor rookery. One of these eggs was in perfect
biochemical condition for protein studies, while the
second was in good condition and was useful for adjunctive and confirmatory tests. In addition, eggs of
two New Zealand penguins were supplied by the New
Zealand Wildlife Division and are being included
in a general comparative study of the eggs of penguins.
The main program concerned the blood and muscle
proteins of two cold-adapted antarctic fish, Trematonius borc/igrevinki and Dissostichus mawsoni. The
T. borchgrevinki were caught on hooks at the surface
and the D. mawsoni were captured alive from seals in
McMurdo Sound. In addition, small numbers of T.
hansoni and T. bernacchii were trapped at the bottom
of McMurdo Sound. Blood plasma from these species
is being used to fractionate and purify the freezingpoint-depressant glycoprotein present in their bloods.
Definitive Physical and chemical characterization of
this constituent is under way at the University of
California. Red blood cells were collected from several
of the species for the study of the physical and chemical characteristics of the hemoglobin, and, in particular, the effect of temperature on these properties.
This work is also in progress. In addition, a new
program was started in muscle enzyme phosphorylase. The characterization of this protein and studies
of the effects of temperature on its properties are
under way.
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Additional studies to collect and enumerate meltwater protozoans and their environment were undertaken at Hallett Station between December 28, 1968
and January 18, 1969. Lakes and ponds in the dryvalley area of McMurdo Sound and on Ross Island
were also examined in December 1968.
At Hallett Station, collections were made at weekly
intervals for three weeks and at hourly intervals during one 24-hour period. Snow-melt ponds heavily
colored with penguin guano were contrasted with
clear meltwater ponds used by skuas as bathing 1)001S.
While fixed samples were being collected, samples for
chemical analysis were taken, millipored, and stained
for further enumeration and identification of protozoan and biotic forms.
Chemical studies revealed pH values near 8 in
colored ponds with water temperatures 10°-12°C.
above air temperatures. Clear ponds had pH values
around 6 and temperatures 5°-9°C. above ambient.
Water samples from turbid ponds colored by guano
had to be diluted up to 400 times and filtered in order
to do the colorimetric determinations for NH,. Extremely high alkalinity and conductivity, caused by
greater concentration of electrolytes, also appeared in
the guano ponds as compared to the clear ponds. A
reverse trend was found with regard to NO 2 and
NO3. PO and SOi were markedly higher in the
colored 1)Oflds.
From a biological point of view, a large number of
a few species of algae and ciliates were observed in
the colored ponds. Their presence was due to the rich
contribution of penguin guano through fecal and food
contamination or by wash-in from the rookery.
On the other hand, a restricted population of protozoans of a more diverse variety was found in the
clear ponds of meltwater origin which gain some of
their enrichment from skuas that defecate or frolic in
them. Identification and enumeration of Millipore
filter samples and further culture isolation from soil
and meltwater ponds are continuing at the University.
Physical and chemical limnological data were collected from 17 lakes and ponds in the area of McMurdo Sound and Ross Island. In general, surface
water temperatures were markedly higher than air
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temperatures; temperature stratification within the
water was most pronounced in shallow ponds. Oxygen
concentration was high at all locations, with pH values
always on the basic side. Conductivity readings indicated high electrolyte concentration in certain ponds,
which may be explained by their close proximity to
the ocean, soil leaching, wind-borne material, or contamination by birds. For instance, when melted, the
ice of Coast Lake at Cape Royds containing skua fecal
material indicated variable readings from 68 to 1,200
inhos.
PO4 and iron were found to be low at all sites, as
was NH 3 . The one exception was Pony Lake ("Home
Lake") at Cape Royds, which is adjacent to a penguin
rookery and sources of human contamination. NO3
and NO2 were low or absent at most sites except in
the cheisiocime of Lake Vanda and Pony Lake. SO4
varied between collection sites, but was highest at
"Pond II" on Cape Evans.
The I)1ysio(11e1nical information will be compared
at a future date with statistical data of protozoan
populations from identical sites as indicated.
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This first season's field work on the study of various
behavioral and physiological aspects of deep diving
was primarily concerned with the emperor penguin
(Aptenodytes forsteri) and the Weddell seal (Leptonychotes weddelli).

The late-winter flight to McMurclo Station, Antarctica (September 3, 1968), permitted us to conduct

some experiments on behavioral responses to night
diving in Weddell seals. Procedures similar to past
work were used in these and later experiments with
emperor penguins (Kooyman, 1968). Winter-night
observations are of particular interest because of the
navigational problems inherent in finding isolated
holes under such low levels of light. Thus far, our
results indicate that the seals are quite conservative in
their diving efforts at night. However, confirmation of
any general trend will require more experiments.
Efforts to obtain certain physiological parameters
from unrestrained Weddell seals were initiated. Heart
rates on freely diving seals and complete recordings of
short dives, some lasting slightly over five minutes,
were obtained. Rates were also obtained from seals
sleeping in ice holes and in post-dive states, some after
dives of over 40 minutes.
An analysis of certain pulmonary functions was also
begun on seals diving from our ice station by inducing
them to breathe between dives into a small two-way
valve mounted over the breathing hole. One seal
became so adjusted to the valve arrangement over the
hole that she slept under it for a number of hours.
This method enabled us to determine post-dive tidal
volumes and oxygen consumption rates and should
work equally well for measuring alveolar gas composition and total lung capacity.
Applying techniques similar to those used in diving
studies of Weddell seals, we analyzed the diving capacities of emperor penguins. We observed dives of
this largest of aquatic birds in excess of 15 minutes,
longer than those reported for any other freely diving
bird. We also began to compare these and other observations made at the dive station with behavior in
more open water. These latter studies are still in progress.
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Emperor penguins diving from an isolated hole in thin sea ice. The 10-foot diameter hole was at
times occupied by as mcny as 30 birds simultaneously.
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